
Best of all, our system is easy to use and customizable for your management needs.

Record of source

Consumer feedback

Enable linkage to on farm 
data through bioTrack

Product characteristics such 
as fat content and marbling

Connect 
and share 
relevant 

information 
such as

What is bioLinks?

Why Retail Inventory and Sales Tracking Matters

Livestock Processing and Bottom Line Profit

Bring the bioLinks Advantage to You

bioLinks is an anytime, anywhere, inventory 
and sales software system designed to help 
small to medium-sized retailers and meat 
processors add value by gaining more 
consumer trust, e�ciencies and 
productivity

Promote food safety, information flow and grow your business.

Looking for the best way to 
increase productivity without 

increasing overhead?

bioLinks is a way to share simple 
and clear information with the 

people who care most 
the members of your value chain. 

By sliding your smartphone into a sled with a barcode 
reader, you can use your handheld device to link animal and 

premises ID's to carcasses and individual products

Increase the flow of information along your supply chain. 
Know which products consumers like and improve 
product characteristics to maximize profit!

While other inventory and sales systems are repurposed, bioLinks has been 
specifically developed by those within the meat industry to help you compete.

With bioLinks you can 
serve your business and 
your consumers with 
information integrity. Our 
system allows you to keep 
accurate inventory, sales, 
and pricing information

By communicating the story of your product, you can add product 
value while increasing consumer interest and trust. Everybody benefits! 
When a customer scans the barcode, they know where the animal was 

raised, what it was fed and anything you want to tell them.

Think bioLinks is just for the meat industry? 
Our software can be used to track products 

for any business looking to provide an 
end-to-end information solution.

Unlike traditional systems, bioLinks provides an 
anytime, anywhere, software solution that helps you 
increase productivity, avoid losses, and track meat 
products from one moment to the next, start to 
finish.

Create your own seamless chain of information from farm to fork.
To get started with bioLinks, contact us today!

bioLinks for your retail inventory and sales tracking needs allows you to:

Track your sales and inventory e�ciently and securely to benefit your business!

AgSights.com

1-855-246-2333
1-519-767-2665

  info@biolinks.ca

Increase bottom line profits

Reduce inventory 
and order 

headaches

Create 
e�ciencies in 

processing

Share simple clear 
information with 
suppliers and consumers

Increase customer 
satisfaction 

Retail inventory 
and sales 
tracking

Customizable 
options 

Add value to your 
product while 

increasing 
consumer interest

Reduce recall 
impact

Increase 
market share

Build for the 
future of your 
business

Creating a 

Seamless Chain 
of Information 
from Farm to Fork

Want to ensure food safety and 
consumer trust while adding 

value to your product?

bioLinks is here to o�er a simple 
end-to-end solution for all of your 

inventory and sales management needs!

Scan products with a 
barcode reader attached 

to your smartphone.

Better fill orders 
and manage 

inventory.

Keep track 
of sales.

Identify and link animal 
IDs to carcasses and 

products.

Collect data that 
flows straight from 

farmer to consumer.

Electronic invoices 
are ready as soon as 

an order is filled.
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You save time and headaches while meeting your customer needs every time!
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